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ENGLISH  PARENTS CAN HELP BY 
Float 
Sentence work 
Repetition 
_ing verbs 
Similes 
Onomatopoeia 
Adverbs, fronted adverbials 
Personification 
Conjunctions: while 
Alliteration 
Rhetorical questions 
Possessive apostrophe 
Dialogue 
Complex sentences 
Exclamation 
The Iron Man 
Sentence work 
Noun phrases 
Similes 
Questions 
Onomatopoeia 
Repetition for effect 
Short and long sentences 
Adverbial phrases 
Personification 
Complex sentences 
Alliteration 
Prepositions 
Spelling 
NC Year 3 and 4 spelling list 
Spelling words in a dictated sentence 

Reading 
Keep reading to your son, especially bed time stories where you can read just for fun and relaxation. 
When reading together and sharing books, discuss the story or information, especially ‘why’ people acted or felt the way 
they did. 
Encourage reading of a variety of books, but also allow your son time to reread favourites over and over.  
Remember all reading counts. Captions in museums, newspapers, webpages, etc are all reading. 
Spending hours looking through dictionaries and thesauruses are seemingly fun for many in the class, and has great 
benefits for their vocabulary knowledge. 
Writing 
Encourage neatness in homework, insist on it in fact. If your son struggles with handwriting, then lots of cutting and 
colouring activities can sometimes be just as valuable as more traditional handwriting practice. 
Encourage your son to sound out words to spell them and accept really hard words if they are spelt phonetically, even if 
not quite correct. However for high frequency words (they, could, what, when, etc) encourage learning by heart. Look at 
notices around and about, especially handwritten ones. If there are errors, work out the corrections with your son. 
Spoken Language 
Talk to and listen to your boys as often as possible. Ask their opinions and insist they justify them. 
Read poems and stories aloud and have fun sometimes with silly voices; for example reading the news in a squeaky 
mouse voice or telling jokes in a serious and formal voice. 
  
Playing scrabble, boggle and other word games, either practically or online can all help. 

MATHS PARENTS CAN HELP BY 
Measurement: Length and Perimeter 
Statistics: Pictograms and Data 
Measurement: Time 
Geometry: Properties of Shapes 
Measurement: Mass and Capacity 
 

Do lots of cooking for mass and capacity. 
Play games with estimating and them measuring. 
Use grams and kilograms, metres and kilometres, litres and millilitres 
Have fun finding out some very large or very small metric measures 
Have analogue clocks around the house and regularly ask your son what the time is. Discuss how he knows the time and 
ensure he understands how he works out the time. 
Discuss how long until bedtime, the weekend, his birthday, your birthday, etc. 
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Use poems or sayings to practise how many seconds are in a minute, days in a fortnight, years in a decade and so on. 
  
Boys can play games on MyMaths as often as you wish and use the tutorial feature. And of course there are many other 
websites with tables and time telling activities. 
Playing monopoly, dominoes and card and dice games are all great to help with maths. Similarly draughts and chess. 

SCIENCE PARENTS CAN HELP BY 

Teeth & Healthy Eating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics of Materials 

 

Visiting the dentist 

Discussing how to look after teeth by brushing and flossing 

Discussing what food groups are being eaten 

Asking what foods taste like when they are eaten (sweet, bitter, sour, salty, etc). 

Letting children help with preparing meals 

Taking the children food shopping 

 

Identifying as many different materials as you can in and around the home 

Discussing which materials different things are made from 

 

Useful websites to help with each topic: 

BBC bite size KS2 Science revision: topic specific revision activities 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks2bitesize/science/ 

A key stage 2 revision guide, available from book stores, will aid prep and revision activities 

throughout key stage 2 (years 3-6). 

GEOGRAPHY PARENTS CAN HELP BY 
Rainforest 
Locate equator, tropics of Cancer and 
Capricorn and rainforests on world map. 
Understand the climate and structure of 
the rainforest. 
Research the layers of the rainforest 
Learn about the live of indigenous tribes in 
the Amazon  
Research creatures of the rainforest 

Research rainforests other than The Amazon, which we’ll be focussing on in class. Who and what live there? How are they 
adapted to do so? Plan your summer holiday to visit a Rainforest! 
  
Create a ‘tropical paradise’ at home with glass bowls and cling film. What plants can you grow, that wouldn’t grow in the 
garden? 
  
Keep a track of the weather. Watch the forecast or look online for the week ahead. Is it accurate? Invest in a small 
weather station for the garden, what can your son find out? Compare with the humidity in a greenhouse or indoors. 
  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks2bitesize/science/
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Understand how pants grow in the 
rainforest 
Know The Water Cycle 
Explore how Rainforests are under threat 
and conservation efforts 

Let your son just enjoy looking at maps and atlases. Year 3 would happily spend most form times just nosing through the 
atlases, if only we had the time! Find out about longitude and latitude, tropics and continents. 
  
Try to let him have a road atlas in the car, even if you are using a Sat. Nav. Could your son even be a human Sat. Nav for 
familiar journeys? Explore Geocaching to enable your son to have fun with digital mapping. 
When travelling away from the local area, look at a map before to see landmarks and key places along the way. Can your 
son spot them as you go? 
  
Can your son locate the capital cities in the UK? Can he find the UK on a world map/globe? Does he know the oceans and 
continents? What seas surround the UK? 

 

RS HOW PARENTS CAN HELP 
Hinduism 
Who founded Hinduism and where? 
What are the main beliefs? 
What places are special to Hindus? 
What festivals do Hindus celebrate? 
What holy books do Hindus use? 
What are the Hindu symbols and what do 
they mean? 
Judaism 
Where was Judaism founded and by 
whom? 
What are the main beliefs? 
What places are special to Jews? 
What festivals do Jews celebrate? 
What is the Jewish holy book? 
What are the Jewish symbols and what do 
they mean? 

Encourage children to ask questions about life and express ideas. 
Encourage children to develop positive attitudes to religion and show respect to those who follow. 
 
Visit places of worship locally and when on holiday.  Look at features of religious buildings. 
Point out religious signs and symbols in your local area. 
Discuss ceremonies attended e.g. weddings, baptisms etc. 
Discuss festivals with friends of different religions. 
 
 

 
 

ART/DT HOW PARENTS CAN HELP 
Colour mixing 
Primary, secondary, tertiary 
colours 
Create a rainforest collage, from 
leaves, water and creatures 
Watercolours 
Techniques 

Allow boys to paint with a variety of ‘paints’. Can they make some from plants, earth, etc? What about using oils, watercolours as 
well as traditional ready mix paint. 
Allow boys to paint on a variety of surfaces. Perhaps wood, bricks, pavements, plastic, glass? 
Make coloured water with food colouring. What happens if you mix the waters? 
  
‘Play’ with food. Can you add colouring to pastry, cakes, bread? What about unusual flavours?  
Have a go at sewing creatures…aliens can look as odd as you like! 
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Link to colour mixing 
  
DT 
Design cities, food and creatures 
using a variety of techniques 

  
Practice lots of cutting out skills; both cutting around shapes and cutting freehand. 
Encourage neatness and insist on cutting on the lines. 
  
Visit art galleries and look at various painting styles. Can boys see how the artist has created various effects? What kinds of painting 
does your son prefer, watercolour or oil? Why? 
  
Enjoy creating artwork together, maybe a large family piece for the garden? 

COMPUTER SCIENCE HOW PARENTS CAN HELPMI 

Micro:bit Coding – This terms 
coding is the all about the 
Micro:bit a small computer that 
is programmed using a 'Block 
Code' similar to scratch. 
However, it has sensors and 
switches that add a new 
challenge.  
 
Typing Course  
 
Internet Research Skills 
 

Developing typing skills 
Allowing children to practice saving and opening documents, and using their skills while using the various Microsoft office 
applications. 
When undertaking research, discuss the search terms that they are using, thinking carefully about keywords to use to get more 
precise results. 
 

Purchasing a USB flash drive to enable pupils to take work home and work on it if they would like to. 

 
Pupils can program a vitual Micro:bit at Makecode.com  

P.E. HOW PARENTS CAN HELP 

Tennis 
 
Cricket Skills 
 
Athletics 
 
 

Exposing students to the activities either in practical and / or visual form to allow the opportunity to experience how the activities, 
skills and game requirements are learned / played at various levels and can therefore be developed. 
 
Developing students’ awareness of the activities that they may otherwise be unfamiliar with (eg; Volleyball).  
 
Using media resources (eg; BBC Sport website / You Tube) to show examples of how the activities and sports covered are played at a 
top-class level. 
 
Questioning / discuss students’ development and what skills and activities have been covered during their lessons to reinforce 
learning. 
 
Helping the students set personal targets and discussing this with PE & Games staff.  
 
Allow students to become involved in external clubs and associations (regardless of the sport & activity) to provide the opportunity 
to broaden their physical and mental experiences in different sporting and physical activity environments. 
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